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Analytical Report
Date: 2020.01.08

Source: Red Lion
Sample: Fullerene Lot#: #1, marked Red Lion pulverized C60 99.99% in ethanol

Experiment: HPLC

Preparation Method:

As the sample provided is an ethanol suspension, the material was first dried using a 
gentle flow of nitrogen. Toluene was added to an exact amount (to 1/100th of mg) of about 50 
mg of material to a precise concentration of about 1000 mg/L, at room temperature. The 
material was fully extracted for fullerene in an ultrasonic bath and filtered through a 0.45 um 
teflon filter in order to remove any insoluble parts. Precise dilution with toluene was performed in 
a 1 stage process and the solution analyzed quantitatively against a pure fullerite calibration 
curve at 380 nm. HPLC analysis was carried out at 319 nm and 330 nm simultaneously, keeping 
the signal absorption maxima below 0.1 AU to insure a linear fit of results. 
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Sample 1, Red Lion C60 99.99% @319 nm

Sample 1, Red Lion C60 99.99% @330 nm

Results: C60, 0%, Colourless Solution in Toluene (No fullerene present)

Picture 1: Solution of sample 1 (right) vs C60 99.99% calibration solution in Toluene (left)
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Conclusions:

Fullerenes (C60 and C70) are highly soluble in Toluene to produce magenta (C60, 
picture 1 left) or brown (C70) solutions. The sample was found to be completely insoluble in 
Toluene upon stirring/sonication, giving a colourless solution with black residue floating and 
settling at bottom (Picture 1, right).

As a reference, the HPLC method of analysis would display C60 with a retention time of 
about 8 minutes, and C70 with a retention time of about 17 minutes (see reference results 
above. This reference analysis is not related to the analyzed sample 1 and is given as a 
reference only in order to identify and compare retention times).

Further injections with a 200X increment in concentration gave also a baseline with no 
fullerene traces detected. Samples 1 was determined to be a carbon residue containing no C60 
and no other fullerenes.  

Certified by:  Pierre-Louis Brunner, Ph.D.

2020.01.13

Typical Fullerene soot extraction HPLC result @ 330 nm (as reference)

Main Fullerenes retention time: C60 (8.09 minutes, 76.1%), C70 (17.18 minutes, 18.35%)
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